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Dear Ladies
and Gentlemen
We would like to inform you about our family friendly innovative step device
from Austria. Equality and hygienic safety are values that characterize our
company. Our patented step device “Kiddy Step Pro”, not yet available in the
EU, is a problem solution for the public sanitary area, especially for children,
their companions and people of short stature. We were inspired by,
  *" equality law, in which the following formulation can be found:
Barrier-free means that all areas of human life can be found,
accessed and used by everyone, regardless of disabilities and in principle without outside help. In the Federal Constitution there is also a
clearly anchored commitment to the equality of people with and
without disabilities in all areas of social life.
7- .0*" “clean hands” campaign of the Charité Medical University
of Berlin, a campaign to improve hand disinfection in health facilities /
safety. Clean hands avoid the transmission of pathogens and the
associated risk of infection. A challenge that currently affects our
entire society.

In order to wash the hands of small children, the accompanying
persons must lift the child to the sink and hold it up, and also wash
( 0* 70*"+*%#)¡8*!)84%0* !"*!)w*" 80/-"%83"-5/!+ .fortable for both the child and the adult, and the clothes and body get
wet in the most contaminated object in the public lavatory . If there
are several children to look after, this often restricts the accompanying person’s attention.
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and hygienic in a public lavatory.

*"80")"3%+"~ %))50"- ~%8+ .plete EU product and has been extensively
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Austria and confirmed by a certificate, so
your company is protected.
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floor under the washbasin with
anchor bolts.
When not in use, the step surface is
aligned vertically by means of a gas
suspension.
As soon as a child wants to use the
sink, e.g.
 48**%8*!)8~*" -8*"-"8ses the step / platform down with
one foot into a horizontal position
and stands with both legs on it. Due
to the weight of the child, the step
surface / platform remains horizontal. After leaving the platform, it will
automatically slowly stand up slowly
again.

As a professional company, you certainly understand the
difficulties that parents have with their children when using
inappropriate sanitary facilities. Especially in the currently
very challenging times that require increased hand hygiene, it
is more important than ever to be able to guarantee this in
your company.

Family-friendly facility: with the Kiddy Step Pro you are sending
out an important signal that your establishment is a hygienic, comfortable, family-friendly and modern company.
 Cost reduction & environmentally friendly: Considerable savings
in cleaning time and cleaning agents.
 Cleaning: cleaning staff can easily clean the step support and the
7# --"w*"8%!&!)7# --".%!8)-5w"888 %#%!2!)0*"-%8&
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Installation: Low cost and time reduction by avoiding an alternatively complex conversion for a child-friendly washing facility.
Quick and easy assembly within only 30 minutes.
 High product quality: )"%!w "!8/-"# !28"-3%+"#%7"
and easy cleaning, the product is made of corrosion-resistant
stainless steel and is powder-coated.
 Liability & certification: All three Kiddy Step Pro designs have
(""!"60"!8%3"#50"80")(5Ċ /80-%7 -7/!+0% !#%05!)87"05
and confirmed by a certificate, so your company is protected.

Our three designs, adapted to different sanitary
facilities.
KSP 1

KSP 2

KSP 3

Your KSP can be produced in various powdered
coating colours.

Would you like one or more of the three versions of the Kiddy Step
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the exemplary important step in the right direction, towards a
hygienic, family-friendly and modern company. We look forward to
hearing from you and placing your order.
www.kiddysteppro.com
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